
Dear Paddlers, 

As the winter approaches one of the best times for southern California paddlers begins. We have the 

lakes almost to ourselves and the campgrounds are not crowded. But there are downsides to this 

season. The morning air may feel comfortable, but the water temperature can be deceptively 

dangerous. A few minutes in this cold water can be fatal.  In the last couple of years kayakers have 

perished in local lakes. Fortunately, after 16 years our club has had no serious problems while in the 

water.  

When was the last time you practiced an assisted or unassisted rescue? Have you ever done a rescue in 

rough water?  Can you roll?  Can you roll in big waves? Is your partner able to assist you if you need 

help? Do you carry safety equipment? Are you dressed for immersion, is your life jacket properly fitted? 

Even if you are not comfortable with these questions that does not mean you have to refrain from cold 

water kayaking.  

One way to minimize problems is to stay away from the middle of the lake if you have concerns about 

your safety. Paddling in the middle of the lake seems so boring compared to paddling near the shore 

where your chances of getting to dry land are of course improved. Solo paddling is fine if you are 

competent rescuing yourself.  Paddling with a single partner is fine if he can rescue you. With three 

people your chances are greatly improved ---if you stay close enough to offer help. 

These ideas may seem unimportant until you've seen a kayaker in trouble! 

Winter seems like a good time to do a little maintenance on equipment. Speaking of equipment, have 

you checked out the price of new gear?  A high end paddle can cost over $500!  A British kayak can set 

you back over $4000, plus freight and taxes!  Shocking when I think of my first new car, a 1965 Chevelle, 

sticker price of $2999.95. I know, inflation, but still! Thank God for used equipment.  Never the less, it is 

prudent to maintain and repair your gear. 

Most kayak damage occurs off the water. Transporting and dragging your boat along the shore seems to 

be a big problem. Storing it in the sun is destructive. Rinsing salt water off rudder cables and bungees 

extend their life. Ever think about waxing your kayak? When did you really clean the sand and mud out 

of your cockpit? Common sense and a half hour's work can do wonders. In the future we will have club 

meetings showing how to repair fiberglass and gel coat  

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your support and patience. I have benefited from 

the friendships and experiences over the last sixteen years. If Father Time is kind to me I hope for 

another sixteen.   

                                           Happy Paddling,  

                         Gary Hakala, president VWKC   


